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What is new in Pika since last year? Part 1

New list of HRions 
(thanks to Puneet, Qi, 
Delphine, Niall)

Added 
CH5O
CHO2
j13CC2H7O2 

Renamed
C2HO3

New default set of ions to 
fit (thanks to Puneet, 
Qi, Delphine, Niall)

At 28 and 32 only the major 
air ion is fitted
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What is new in Pika since last year? Part 2

On the HR Ion Groups tab

Export the ‘all’ HR ion 
waves

Bottom section 
rearranged, tools 
added

Mass calculator (with (
help from Qi)

What is new in Pika since last year? Part 3

On the HR Fits Many 
Runs tab

Checkbox to save 
experiment after a fit

View details of last fit of 
todo wave

Display instances where p y
HR fit didn’t converge 
(HR sticks are nan)
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What is new in Pika since last year? Part 4

On the HR Results tab

Button to display list of 
HR ions fit *for the 
selected todo wave*

Button to display list of 
HR ions in HR 
species *for the 
selected todo wave*

Biggest change is under the hood:
Copies of fitted HR ions for todo waves

This will make a big impact on those doing HR analysis on 
big data sets.

Pika version 1.09+

Users can change set of HR ions 
to fit for one run and not have 
to redo fits for todo waves.
(HR fit one spectra = play 
place)

Pika version before 1.09

*Every time* a user 
changed the set of 
HR ions to fit, all HR 
fits had to be redone.

place)

Copies of waves of sets of fitted 
HR ions for todo waves are 
retained & accessed as HR 
results are requested.
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Biggest change is under the hood:
Copies of fitted HR ions for todo waves

In all versions the gold “Choose HR ions to fit” button 
tells Pika which HR ions to fit (for single runs or todo 
waves).)

The Update mask for fitting & Redo Fits buttons in 
the Pk_PeakHeights_gr did the same thing.

In Pika v. 1.09 when doing a HR fit on todo waves 
(generating HR sticks) copies of waves indicating 
fitted HR ions are saved to a data folder.

When one requests a result using the HR sticks (via the 
HR results tab), pika will find the list of waves fit for 
the current todo wave and put them in their proper 
spot.

Biggest change is under the hood:
Copies of fitted HR ions for todo waves

If you use a different set of HR ions for different todo waves, you can’t combine these 
todo waves to get one results (similar to how you can’t combine V/W modes to 
generate and average mass spectra)g g p )

Wh ti HR lt (ti i t ) th fi t thiWhen generating any HR result (time series, average mass spectra) the first thing 
Pika does is retrieve which set of HR ions were fit in this todo wave.

You should have a good reason for using separate sets of HR ions to fit for different 
todo waves.
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What is next for Pika?
Continued bug fixing

HR analysis of size-resolved 
spectra

Built in elemental analysis for 
species other than HROrg

Modularity of code for continued 
merging/interface with Tofwerk 
code


